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When you want your event to be truly 
UNIQUE you’ll need to look for suppliers 

with a point of difference
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RAW Tipis events are luxury, creative, and sustainable. We promise beautiful and indulgent events without a negative environmental impact.

We offer a holistic approach to event hire by personally assisting you with all areas to ensure your experience is efficient and enjoyable from the very first conversation, all the 
way to the last.

We are a team of creatives with backgrounds in design, architecture, and 3D modelling, meaning we offer a visionary approach to event planning.

We use industry leading software, create bespoke layouts, design and build custom made furniture, and promise carbon neutral events.

RAW Tipis has an exemplary track record of luxury VIP areas, large corporate events, celebrations, and weddings. This year we were voted the Best Wedding Tipi Hire Company 
in the South East of England by Lux Life.
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We promise beautiful and indulgent 

events without a negative environmental 

impact. We have a role to play in ending the 

climate crisis and therefore we are committed 

to being Carbon Neutral. We want to help stop 

the Earth’s warming and protect the people and 

places that matter to us the most. Yes, we are one 

company, but we are doing our bit, whilst doing what 

we love, and encouraging others to do 

the same.

“

“
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Founded by father and son duo, Geoff and Cam, RAW Tipis was born out of the belief that the events industry creates an 
unnecessary amount of waste, and that events in the 21st century can be both memorable and environmentally conscious. To 
improve our positive impact, we fund environmental projects around the world and put the planet before profits.

Our expertise in event planning, alongside a personable approach, allows us to collaborate with you to design the very best setup 
for each space. We’re particularly meticulous with our kit care and use ‘non-standard’ techniques that are small but collectively 
make a huge difference to the presentation and practicalities of a tipi set up. Furthermore, we have our own unique-to-us 
bespoke furniture, including 100% eco friendly bioethanol smokeless firepits and a nine-sided wrap around bar that follows the 
shape of the tipis.

We want to change this industry and take you along for the ride.

Let’s plan your next event together.

Introduction
Our Company
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We care about QUALITY

We offer three tipi sizes, the Giant Hat, Midi Hat, and Mini Hat Tipi as well as 
matching stretch tents. All of our tipis are created from high quality materials 
and are both leading and innovative in their design. Our team meticulously 
care for them to ensure you are provided with the luxury product you expect.

Tipis are versatile and adaptable structures and provide limitless layouts for 
any weather and in any location. 

Just as important as the tipis themselves, we also have a selection of bespoke 
furnishings. Unlike other events companies, all of our furniture is made in our 
workshop from reclaimed materials, purchased from local antique fairs, or 
sourced from eco-suppliers.

Not sure where to start? Fill out our online form on www.rawtipis.co.uk to 
request a quote. We will then get in touch and design a preliminary layout to 
help you visualise how your event can evolve from initial ideas to reality.
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We believe that being a sustainable business is about having a healthy relationship with nature.

We launched Raw Tipis as a carbon neutral business, which means we have reduced the emissions we produce every step of the way and only offset those 
unfortunate emissions we cannot get rid of by investing in nature based solutions. We’re always trying to reduce our negative impact. We keep waste to a 
minimum, avoid using single use plastics, upcycle and reuse materials, travel consciously, buy locally, and use and partner with companies who share our 
values. See our full list on the following page.

We are part of the global movement 1% for the Planet. This means we donate 1% of our profits to environmental projects across the world to improve our 
positive impact and give back to nature.

We are the only CARBON NEUTRAL tipi hire and events company
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- We only use reusable Velcro cable ties – no single-use plastics 
thrown away after each event!

- We make a lot of our furniture ourselves out of reclaimed wood. 
Take a look at our firepit made from old scaffold boards, our 
upcycled barrels, or our wooden bars skilfully made from old pallet 
boards – you would never know!

- We check out local antique fairs to add to our collection of tipi 
furniture and accessories – buying used local furniture saves on 
unwanted delivery emissions and reuses all the old gems that fit 
so well in our tipis!

- The strongest vehicles in the UK pull our tipi trailers and although 
these vehicle use diesel, we offset these emissions., This means we 
can transport all of our tipis and furniture in fewer trips, meaning a 
lot fewer emissions. As soon as an electric truck comes available in 
the UK, we are on it!

- Our firepits use bioethanol fuel. Biofuel releases no smoke or 
greenhouse gases, and although we are aware they are not 100% 
sustainable (as the crops take up a lot of land), this is the best option 
to make your event have less impact.

- All of our team wear 100% organic t-shirts from Rapanui – we love 
responsible brands!

- Our festoon poles are made from durable bamboo – not only do 
they look better than metal, their production has zero emissions. 
So, it’s only then the delivery we have to offset.

- We pick our staff for each event wisely. This means if they cannot 
share the journey with us, we select our team based on their location 
to the event – smaller journeys mean fewer vehicle emissions to 
offset.

What makes us green?
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“ The guys at Raw Tipi’s really made our event extra special. The 
tipi itself was a showstopper with everyone commenting how 

they had not seen anything like it. I would highly recommend this 
company to anyone wanting an eco-friendly space that is that little 

bit special. ”

Joe S - Festival 

“ Brilliant service. We contacted Cam last minute and he did 
everything that was required to make our special day perfect. ”

Vishal S - Wedding 

“ Cameron and the team from RAW tipis were professional, 
responsive, polite, clear and calm throughout the whole process, 
it was a joy from beginning to end. They went to every length to 
make the experience fantastic for me, beyond what I expected. I 
feel the price was good and I loved the eco values and ambitions 

of the company. ”

Sarah S - Private event 

“ We were incredibly fortunate to work with Cam and his team 
very last minute (1 week before my wedding) to allow dancing 

outside. Cam was so responsive, nothing was too much trouble 
and the results were incredible! If Carlsberg did tipis! The tipis look 

even better at night, the photos don’t do them justice. I would 
highly recommend. ”

Natalie  S - Wedding 

“ Raw Tipis were absolutely wonderful from start to finish. 
They created a magical winter wonderland for us in our back 
garden and we couldn’t have loved it more. They were kind, 

accommodating, efficient and responsive. Would highly 
recommend. ”

Lucinda F - Wedding

“ An absolutely awesome service from start to finish.  Would 
strongly recommend these guys. Thankyou. ”

Matt F - Corporate event

What are our customers saying?
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Giant Hat Tipi Midi Hat Tipi Mini Hat

Comparison Giant Hat Tipi Midi Hat Tipi Mini Hat

Diameter (sides down / sides up) 10.3m / 12.8m 8.8m / 10.9m  5.5m

Height 7.7m 6.7m 4m

Covered area (sides down / sides up) 84m2 / 128m2 60m2 / 93m2 25m2

Capacity (sides down / sides up, guide) 50 / 80 35 / 55 20

Modular Yes Yes No

Our Tipis
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Example tipi layouts with no furniture

A
B

C
D

E

F
G

H
I

J

K

L

Diagram Configurations No. of people with  
limited furniture 

(Guide)

Price 
(including VAT)

A 1 Midi 35 £1,350.00

B 1 Giant 50 £1,600.00

C 2 Midi 75 £2,800.00

D 1 Giant, 1 Midi 90 £3,050.00

E 2 Giant 105 £3,300.00

F 3 Midi (triangle) 120 £4,250.00

G 2 Giant, 1 Midi 145 £4,750.00

H 3 Giant (triangle) 165 £5,000.00

I 4 Midi (diamond) 160 £5,700.00

J 1 Giant, 3 Midi (star) 170 £5,950.00

K 3 Giant, 2 Midi 245 £7,900.00

L 3 Giant, 3 Midi 285 £9,350.00

*All the prices in this section are inclusive of VAT. A 5% damage waiver fee for insurance 
will be added on unless adequate proof of insurance is provided. The price is for 
the equipment hire, installation, de rig and delivery within 15 miles of SL4 4QG. An 
additional charge will be added for delivery further than 15 miles. RAW Tipis registered 
VAT  Number is 386 2973 47.  Prices correct on 01 / 01 / 2022. Subject to change.
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Example tipi layouts

A

E F G

H

I
J

B C D

Example tipi layouts
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Diagram Event type No. of people Tipi set up
(matting and lighting included)

Furnishings included

A Private party 35 1x Midi Hat tipi, 4x sides 
raised

1x semi circular bar, 2x two person boho sofa, 1x coffee table, 3x rustic table, 6x rustic 
bench, 1x wagon wheel chandelier

B Private party 50 1x Giant Hat tipi, 4x sides 
raised

1x semi circular bar, 2x three person boho sofa, 1x coffee table, 4x rustic table, 8x rustic 
bench, 2x oak barrel, 8x stool, 1x wagon wheel chandelier

C Public event n/a 1x Giant Hat tipi, 9x sides 
raised

1x circular bar, 9x oak barrel, 36x stool, 1x wagon wheel chanderlier

D Private party
Engagement party

65
65

2x Midi Hat tipis, 1x linking 
kit, 4x sides raised

1x straight bar, 2x two person boho sofa, 1x coffee table, 2x rustic table, 4x rustic 
bench, 1x tall indoor fire pit, 4x oak barrel, 16x stools, 1x dancefloor and light package, 

1x wagon wheel chandelier

E Wedding
Private party

85
85

1x Giant Hat tipi, 1x Midi Hat 
tipi, 1x linking kit, 6x sides 

raised

2x straight bar, 6x rustic table, 12x rustic bench, 1x tall indoor fire pit, 4x oak barrel, 16x 
stools, 1x dancefloor and light package, 1x wagon wheel chandelier

F Wedding 66 + 34 2x Giant Hat tipi, 1x linking 
kit, 6x sides raised

1x semi circular bar, 4x two person boho sofa, 2x coffee table, 12x rustic table, 66x 
folding chair, 4x oak barrel, 16x stool, 1x dancefloor and light package, 1x wagon wheel 

chandelier

G Wedding 48 + 52 2x Giant Hat tipi, 1x linking 
kit, 6x sides raised

1x semi circular bar, 4x two person boho sofa, 2x coffee table, 6x rustic round table, 
48x antique chair, 1x tall indoor fire pit, 5x oak barrel, 20x stool, 2x wagon wheel 

chandelier

H Private party
Festival wedding

Engagement party

120
120
120

3x Midi Hat tipi, 2x linking 
kit, 9x sides raised

1x semi circular bar, 4x two person boho sofa, 2x coffee table, 6x rustic table, 12x rustic 
bench, 1x tall indoor fire pit, 3x oak barrel, 12x stool, 1x dancefloor and light package, 2x 

wagon wheel chandelier

I Wedding
Corporate  event

78 + 22
78

3x Midi Hat tipi, 2x linking 
kit, 6x sides raised

1x semi circular bar, 4x two person boho sofa, 2x coffee table, 14x rustic table, 78x 
folding chair, 1x tall indoor fire pit, 4x oak barrel, 16x stool, 1x wagon wheel chandelier

J Festival wedding
Private party

Corporate event

130
130
130

2x Giant Hat tipi, 1x Midi Hat 
tipi, 2x linking kit, 9x sides 

raised

1x circular bar, 6x two person boho sofa, 3x coffee table, 3x rustic table, 6x rustic bench, 
1x tall indoor fire pit, 6x oak barrel, 32x stool, 1x large dancefloor and light package, 2x 

wagon wheel chandelier
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Example tipi layouts

K

L
M

N
O

P

Q
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Diagram Event type No. of people Tipi set up
(matting and lighting included)

Furnishings included

K Wedding
Corporate event

104 + 16
104

2x Giant Hat tipi, 1x Midi 
Hat tipi, 2x linking kit, 9x 

sides raised

4x two person boho sofa, 2x coffee table, 13x rustic round table, 104 folding chairs, 2x 
tall indoor fire pit, 4x oak barrel, 16x stool, 1x dancefloor and light package, 2x wagon 

wheel chandelier

L Festival wedding
Corporate event

130
130

4x Midi Hat tipi, 3x linking 
kit, 2x sides raised

1x circular bar, 6x rustic table, 12x rustic bench, 2x tall indoor fire pit, 6x oak barrel, 24x 
stool, 1x dancefloor and light package, 1x wagon wheel chandelier

M Public Event n/a 1x Giant Hat tipi, 3x Midi 
Hat tipi, 3x linking kit, 6x 

sides raised

1x circular bar, 18x rustic table, 36x rustic bench, 3x tall indoor fire pit, 1x wagon wheel 
chandelier

N Wedding
Corporate event

102 + 16
102

3x Giant Hat tipi, 2x linking 
kit, 4x sides raised

1x semi circular bar, 18x rustic table, 102x folding chair, 2x tall indoor fire pit, 5x oak 
barrel, 20x stool, 1x dancefloor and light package, 2x wagon wheel chandelier

O Public event
Corporate event

n/a
150

3x Giant Hat tipi, 2x linking 
kit, 18 sides raised

1x circular bar, 18x two person boho sofa, 9x coffee table, 3x tall indoor fire pit, 3x 
wagon wheel chanderlier

P Festival wedding
Private party

160
140

3x Giant Hat tipi, 2x linking 
kit, 6x sides raised

2x straight bar, 8x two person boho sofa, 4x coffee table, 4x rustic table, 8x rustic 
bench, 2x tall indoor fire pit, 4x oak barrel, 32x stool, 1x dancefloor and light package, 

2x wagon wheel chandelier

Q Public event
Corporate event

n/a
250

3x Giant Hat tipi, 3x Midi 
Hat tipi, 5x linking kit, 2x 

sides raised

1x circular bar, 18x two person boho sofa, 9x coffee table, 12x rustic table, 24 rustic 
bench, 3x tall indoor fire pit, 14x oak barrel, 56x stool, 3x wagon wheel chandelier
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Item Description Price
(inc VAT)

Tipis Giant Hat tipi 10.3m wide with sides down / 12.8m wide 
with sides raised. Can be connected to other 
Giant or Midi tipis. Matting and fairy lights 
included. 

£1,600.00    

Midi Hat tipi 8.8m wide with sides down / 10.3m wide 
with sides raised. Can be connected to other 
Giant or Midi tipis. Matting and fairy lights 
included. 

£1,350.00

Mini Hat 5.5m wide and has no sides. Cannot be 
connected to other tipis. Matting and 
festoon lights included. 

£375.00

Stretch tent 6.5m x 10m stretch tent. Matting and 
festoon lights included.

£875.00

Tipi linking kit One kit is required for each additional 
connected tipi.

£100.00

Side raising kit These are required to raise the sides of the 
tipis. Maximum of nine per tipi.

£12.50

Clear wall panels A minimum of two sides need to be raised 
to use these. Can be rolled up / down.

£60.00

Furnishings Bench 2m long rustic bench. Sits three - four 
people per bench.

£7.50

Folding chair Folding bamboo chair. £4.50

Straight table 2m long rustic table. Designed for two 
benches or six chairs.

£17.50

Round table 1.5m wide rustic table. Designed for eight 
chairs.

£25.00

Boho sofa for 2
Boho sofa for 3

Handcrafted bamboo / rattan sofa. Multiple 
designs avaible.

£65.00
£85.00

Coffee table Low level reclaimed wood coffee table. £20.00

Oak barrel Up-cycled oak barrel poser table. £30.00

Bar stools Reclaimed solid oak bar stools or metal 
stools with wooden seat.

£8.00

Straight bar 2m wide bar made from reclaimed scaffold 
and pallet boards. Can be extended to 4/6m.

£150.00

Semi-circular bar /
Circular bar

3.6m wide bar made from reclaimed 
scaffold and pallet boards.

£270.00
£500.00

Item Description Price
(inc VAT)

Dance floor 4.5m x 4.5m MultiLok dance floor. Suitable for 
indoor or outdoor use. Size can be increased.

£300.00

Indoor fire pit 100% eco friendly bioethanol fire pit at coffee 
table height or bar height. Supplied with eight 
hours of fuel. Additional fuel available.

£150.00

Outdoor fire pit + 
logs

Large oxidized metal outdoor fit pit + five hours 
burn time of eco logs.

£45.00

Short / Tall bamboo 
pole

Suitable for hanging festoon lights or bunting 
along paths and around perimeters.

£5.00
£7.50

Matting 10m Dandy Dura mat. Four are included for 
Midi Hat rentals, five are included for Giant Hat 
rentals.

£20.00

Lighting Fairy lights 30m strip of fairy lights to wrap around trees. £27.00

Festoon lights 10m strip of connectable festoon lights. £17.50

Wagon wheel 
chandelier

100 year old large wagon wheel, restored to 
become a centre piece for any tipi.

£90.00

Mirror ball + lights 0.5m wide rotating mirror ball + two white spot 
lights. Fairy lights can be swapped to this item 
free of charge.

£90.00

Coloured lights Professional coloured lights. £90.00

Packages Dance floor and 
light package

Includes mirror ball + two white spot lights, 
a 4.5m x 4.5m MultiLok dance floor and 
professional lighting package.

£425.00

Boho seating
package

Bohemian style seating package for up to 
7 people on 3x boho sofas and chairs, 2x 
moroccan pouffes, hanging wicker shades, 
coffee table and rug.

£250.00

Mini Hat fire pit 
package

Includes Mini Hat, tall bioethanol fire pit with 10 
hours fuel, eight oak stools and festoon lights 
around the wooden structure.

£600.00

Festoon lined 
walkway package

Includes 10m of Dandy Dura matting with 
festoon lights zig zagging along the length on 
tall bamboo poles.

£55.00

Pricing Table

*All the prices in this section are inclusive of VAT. A 5% damage waiver fee for insurance will be added on 
unless adequate proof of insurance is provided. The price is for the equipment hire, installation, de rig 
and delivery within 15 miles of SL4 4QG. An additional charge will be added for delivery further than 15 
miles. RAW Tipis registered VAT  Number is 386 2973 47. Prices correct on 01 / 01 / 2022. Subject to change.
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“ My wife and I could not be more impressed by the impeccable 
service and superior quality of product we received from RAW Tipis. 
We hired RAW Tipis for my wife’s 40th birthday party in our garden 
- we had 3 Midi Hat Tipis, along with an assortment of accessories, 
lighting, tables & chairs and a dance floor. Cameron and his team 

were absolutely 1st class! They worked tirelessly in erecting the Tipis 
and then got to work on adding the finishing touches which made 
it a truly magical event and experience. Everyone was stunned as 
they arrived and couldn’t believe what had been built and were 

blown away by the attention to detail which created an amazing 
atmosphere. The party was a massive success and my wife is still 
saying that it was a dream come true and wished we could get 

married again so we could hold the party in the Tipi :-)

Two days later Cameron & his team arrived to dismantle the Tipis. 
Throughout the assembly and packing up, Cameron and his team 

were professional, courteous and couldn’t have done anything more 
to ensure every last detail was to my satisfaction. I will absolutely be 

using RAW Tipis in the future – hopefully my wife is already planning 
my birthday & hiring the services of RAW Tipis!’ ”

Phillip W - Private event 

What are our customers saying?
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Please visit our website www.rawtipis.co.uk to fill out our contact form so 
that we can send you a personalised quote based on your event.

If you are thinking, “I would love a tipi, but I have nowhere to put it” then 
we may have a few ideas on this depending on your location, so it is worth 
contacting our expert team.

Whilst we are working on your bespoke layout and quote, we will arrange to 
conduct a virtual or in person site visit to ensure there are no surprises when 
we arrive on site.

Once the holding deposit is paid, we will then be on hand for the duration of 
the time leading up to your event for any questions you may have. We can 
also point you in the direction of our trusted suppliers that we have worked 
with in the past to help make it a party to remember!

www.rawtipis.co.uk      07510759595

What is the next step?
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Luxury, Creative, Sustainable Event Hire

 www.rawtipis.co.uk


